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Abstract
Reflectance transformation imaging (RTI) is a computational photography technique widely used in the cultural heritage and
material science domains to characterize relieved surfaces. It basically consists of capturing multiple images from a fixed
viewpoint with varying lights. Handling the potentially huge amount of information stored in an RTI acquisition that consists
typically of 50–100RGB values per pixel, allowing data exchange, interactive visualization, and material analysis, is not easy.
The solution used in practical applications consists of creating “relightable images” by approximating the pixel information
with a function of the light direction, encoded with a small number of parameters. This encoding allows the estimation of
images relighted from novel, arbitrary lights, with a quality that, however, is not always satisfactory. In this paper, we present
NeuralRTI, a framework for pixel-based encoding and relighting of RTI data. Using a simple autoencoder architecture, we
show that it is possible to obtain a highly compressed representation that better preserves the original information and provides
increased quality of virtual images relighted from novel directions, especially in the case of challenging glossy materials. We
also address the problem of validating the relight quality on different surfaces, proposing a specific benchmark, SynthRTI,
including image collections synthetically created with physical-based rendering and featuring objects with different materials
and geometric complexity. On this dataset and aswell on a collection of real acquisitions performed on heterogeneous surfaces,
we demonstrate the advantages of the proposed relightable image encoding.
Keywords Reflectance transformation imaging · Relighting · Neural network · Autoencoder · Benchmark
1 Introduction
Reflectance transformation imaging [4,9,11] is a popular
computational photography technique, allowing to capture
the rich representations of surfaces including geometric
details and local reflective behavior of materials. It consists
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of capturing sets of images from a fixed point of view with
varying light direction (and in some cases varying lightwave-
lengths). These sets are often referred to also as multi-light
image collections (MLIC). A recent survey [14] shows that
there is a large number of applications exploiting interac-
tive relighting and feature extraction from this kind of data,
in different fields like cultural heritage, material science,
archaeology, quality control, and natural sciences.
Typical RTI acquisitions consist of 50–100 images that
are encoded into compressed “relightable images.” This is
usually done by fitting the per-pixel sampled image intensity
with a function of the light direction with a small number of
parameters, stored then as the novel pixel data. This encoding
is used in interactive relighting tools, to estimate normals and
material properties or to derive enhanced visualizations [12].
A good RTI encoding should be compact and allow inter-
active relighting from an arbitrary direction, rendering the
correct diffuse and specular behaviors of the imaged mate-
rials and limiting interpolation artifacts. These requirements
are not always satisfiedwith themethods currently employed
in practical applications [13].
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In this paper, we present a novel neural network-based
encoding specifically designed to compress and relight a typ-
ical RTI dataset that can easily be integrated into the current
RTI processing andvisualization pipelines.Using a fully con-
nected autoencoder architecture and storing per-pixel codes
and the decoder coefficients as our processed RTI data, we
obtain a relevant compression still enabling accurate relight-
ing quality and limiting interpolation artifacts.
Another relevant issue in the RTI community is the lack of
benchmarks to evaluate data processing tools on the kind of
surfaces typically captured in real-world applications (e.g.,
quasi-planar surfaces made of heterogeneous materials with
a wide range of metallic and specular behaviors). Relighting
algorithms are typically tested on a few homemade acqui-
sitions not publicly available. Some benchmarks do exist
for Photometric Stereo algorithms (recovering surface nor-
mals), e.g., DiLiGent [20]. They could be used as well to
test relighting quality. However, the images included are not
representative of those typically captured in the real-world
applications of RTI acquisition. Relightable images and
Photometric Stereo algorithms are used mainly to analyze
surfaces with limited depth, possibly made of challenging
and heterogeneous materials. The performances of the dif-
ferent methods proposed are likely to vary with the shape
complexity and the material properties. It would be, there-
fore, useful, to evaluate the algorithms on images of this kind,
possibly with accurate lighting and controlled features.
For this reason, we propose, as a second, important contri-
bution of the paper, novel datasets for RTI-related algorithms
validation. We created a large synthetic dataset, SynthRTI,
including MLIC generated with physical-based rendering
techniques (PBR). This includes renderings with different
sets of directional lights of three different shapes (with lim-
ited depth and variable geometric complexity) with different
single and multiple materials assigned. The dataset will be
useful not only to evaluate the compression and relighting
tool but also to assess the quality of Photometric Stereo
methods on realistic tasks. We release also another dataset,
RealRTI, including real multi-light image collections with
associated estimated light directions that can be used to eval-
uate the quality relighting methods on real surfaces acquired
in practical applications of the technique. The datasets have
been used to demonstrate the quality ofNeuralRTI relighting.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the
context of our work, and Sect. 3 describes the proposed
NeuralRTI framework and its implementation. Section 4
describes the novel datasets, and Sect. 5 presents the results
of the evaluation of the novel compression and relighting
framework, compared with the currently used ones, e.g.,
polynomial texture mapping (PTM), Hemispherical Har-
monics fitting (HSH), and PCA-compressed Radial Basis
Function interpolation.
2 Related work
According to a recent survey [14] on the state of the art
of RTI processing and relighting of multi-light image col-
lections, practical applications, especially in the cultural
heritage domain, rely on the classic polynomial texture map-
ping (PTM) [9] or on Hemispherical Harmonics (HSH) [10]
coefficients to store a compact representation of the original
data and interactively relightable images.
An alternative to PTM and HSH has been proposed
by Pitard et al. with their Discrete Modal Decomposition
(DMD), [15,16]. As shown in [15], however, this method
provides relighting quality quite similar to HSH if the same
number of coefficients is chosen for the encoding. The
method is not supported in public software packages. Radial
Basis Function interpolation has been proposed to enhance
the relighting quality as an alternative to simple paramet-
ric functions [5], but not suitable for interactive relighting.
Ponchio et al. [17] combined principal component analy-
sis (PCA)-based compression of the image stack and Radial
Basis Function (RBF) interpolation in the light direction
space to provide an efficient relightable image framework.
Encoding software and web-based viewer are publicly dis-
tributed.
Despite the remarkable results obtained with neural
network-based methods on other tasks related to the pro-
cessing of multi-light image collections (e.g., Photomeric
Stereo [2,24]), no practical solutions based on them have
been proposed to replace the solutions widely used in
many applicative domains to create and visualize relightable
images.Commonly used encoding software andviewers used
in the practice only support the aforementionedmethods: RTI
Builder and RTI Viewer [3] support PTM and HSH encod-
ing and relighting, Relight [17]), supports PTM, HSH and
PCA/RBF.
A few neural network-based methods for image relighting
have been proposed in the literature, but not in the classical
RTI setting. Ren et al. [19] used neural network ensembles
to interpolate light transport matrices, performing relighting
based on a larger number of input images (e.g., 200–300), so
that the method is not suitable for the relighting of common
RTI datasets. An interestingmethod for image relighting was
proposed by Xu et al. [23]: Their method learns from a train-
ing set of densely sampled MLIC a subset of light directions
and, simultaneously, amethod to relight the subset from arbi-
trary directions. The resulting method is global and allows
the hallucination of non-local effects, but cannot be used to
encode and relight classical RTI data due to the constraints
on input light directions and the ability to encode different
objects and materials depends on training data.
The method most closely related to ours is the one
proposed by Rainer et al. [18], to recover bidirectional tex-
ture functions from multidimensional data. They adopt a
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Fig. 1 OurNeuralRTI builds on an asymmetric encoder–decoder archi-
tecture. The encoder receives a per-pixel RTI data as input, i.e., a set of
pixel values associated with a different lighting direction. These mea-
surements are then passed through a sequence of fully connected layers
until a fully connected layer finally produces a k-dimensional code. The
decoder concatenates the code vector with the light direction and passes
them through a sequence of fully connected layers with componentwise
nonlinearities. The last layer outputs a single RGB color
1D convolutional approach for encoding despite the mul-
tidimensional nature of the data and are focused on BTF
compression, evaluating only the visual quality of the recov-
ered material models. We follow a similar idea, but using a
fully connected network architecture and focusing on prac-
tical applications requiring as accurate as possible recovery
of details and material properties in relighted images.
3 Neural reflectance transformation imaging
The basic idea of NeuralRTI is to use the data captured
in a multi-light image collection to train a fully connected
asymmetric autoencoder mapping the original per-pixel
information into a low- dimensional vector and a decoder
able to reconstruct pixel values from the pixel encoding and
a novel light direction.
Autoencoders [1] are unsupervised artificial neural net-
works that learn how to compress the input into a lower-di-
mensional code, called the latent-space representation, and
then reconstruct an output from this representation that is
as close as possible to the original input. In the recent past,
autoencoders have been widely used for image compression
[6,25,26] and denoising [8,22], as they can learn nonlinear
transformations, unlike the classical PCA, thanks to nonlin-
ear activation functions and multiple layers. We specialized
this kind of architecture to create an RTI encoding that is
compact like currently used RTI files and can be used as well
for interactive relighting, provided better quality and fidelity
to the original data.
Our encoder/decoder network, represented in Fig. 1, is
trained end to end with the pixel data of each multi-light
image collection to be encoded and the corresponding light
directions as input. The training procedure minimizes the
mean squared loss between predicted and ground truth pixel
values on the set of given light directions.
The rationale of the network design is that we can then
store the compact pixel code together with the coefficients of
the decoder network (that are unique for all the pixel loca-
tions) as a relightable image. Given a light direction included
in the original set, we can reconstruct the original images
(compression), while using generic light directions we can
generate relighted images. We assume that, if the sampling
of the original data is reasonably good as in real-world RTI
acquisitions, the network can provide better relighting results
compared to traditional methods, as it can learn nonlinear
light behaviors and not only the coefficients but also the
relighting function is adapted to the input data (shape and
materials).
The encoder network (Fig. 1, left) includes four layers,
and each consists of one activation layer. The first three lay-
ers contain 3N units, where N is the number of input lights
and the last layer is set to the desired size k of the compressed
pixel encoding (9 in our tests). Each layer is equipped with
the Exponential LinearUnit (ELU) activation function. Since
the encoder network is used only during the training, there
are no particular constraints on the architecture or its size.
However, from empirical analysis, we found that nine coeffi-
cients seem sufficient to provide good relight quality and the
size of intermediate layers of encoders and decoders equal to
the input size provides good reconstruction results limiting
overfitting.
The decoder network (Fig. 1, right) consists of three hid-
den layers consisting of 3N units each. The input is the
concatenation of the pixel encoding and the 2D vector with
the light direction. The output is the predicted single RGB
pixel value, illuminated from the given light direction.
We use 90% of the total RTI data pixel as training data and
a 10% sampled uniformly across pixel locations and light
directions as the validation set. Training is performed with
the Adam optimization algorithm [7] with a batch size of
64 examples, a learning rate of 0.01, a gradient decay fac-
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Fig. 2 Sample images of the bas-relief object with the eight materials
assigned
tor of 0.9, and a squared gradient decay factor of 0.99. The
network is implemented using the Keras open-source deep
learning library. After the training, the codes corresponding
to pixel locations are converted to byte size with the off-
set+scale mapping and stored as image byte planes, and the
coefficients of the decoder (3N 2+5N ) are stored as a header
information to be used as an input to the specific relighting
tool and used at runtime to relight images to give novel arbi-
trary light directions.
In our tests, we trained the RTI encodings on a GeForce
RTX 2080Ti machine with a single GPU, and training takes
approximately one hour whereas the time required to create
a 320× 320 relighted image is approximately 0.007s.
4 Evaluation datasets: SynthRTI and RealRTI
To evaluate the relighting quality, we created two datasets,
SynthRTI and RealRTI.
4.1 SynthRTI
SynthRTI is a collection of 51 multi-light image collections
simulated by using the Blender Cycles rendering engine. It
is divided into two subsets: SingleMaterial, featuring 24 cap-
tures of three surfaces with eight different materials assigned
(see Fig. 2), and MultiMaterial, with 27 captures of the same
three surfaces with nine material combinations, as shown in
Fig. 3. Each collection is subdivided into two sets of images,
corresponding to two sets of light directions. The first is
called Dome and corresponds to a classical multi-ring light
dome solution with 49 directional lights placed in concen-
tric rings in the lx , ly plane at five different elevation values
(10, 30, 50, 70, 90 degrees). The second is called Test and
includes 20 light directions at four intermediate elevation
values (20,40,60,80). The idea is to use the classic dome
acquisition to create the relightable images and evaluate the
quality of the results using the test dataset. Figure 4 shows
the Blender viewport with the simulated dome (left) and the
Fig. 3 Sample images of the cuneiform tablet with combinations of
materials assigned
Fig. 4 Left, the virtual camera/lights configuration in the Blender view-
port. We used directional (sun) lights. Right, the distribution of the light
directions in the simulated dome subset (blue squares) and for the test
evaluation (red dots)
light directions of the Dome and Test acquisition setups, rep-
resented in the lx , ly plane.
The three geometric models used to build the dataset are
bas-reliefs with different depths. The first is a nearly flat
surface, actually the 3D scan of an oil on canvas painting
by W. Turner, performed by R.M. Navarro and found on
SketchFab (https://sketchfab.com). The second is the scan of
a cuneiform tablet from Colgate University. The third is the
scan of relief in marble “The dance of theMuses on Helicon”
by G. C. Freund, digitized by G. Marchal. All the models are
distributed under the Creative Commons 4.0 license.
For the single-material collections, we used eight sets
of cycles PBR parameters, to simulate matte, plastic and
metallic behaviors, and a material with subsurface scatter-
ing. These sets are reported in Table 1. We rendered small
images (320× 320) with 8bit depth.
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Table 1 Parameters of the
cycles principled BSDF model
used to create the eight materials
of the single-material dataset
# Material Base color Metal Spec Rough Subs. R
1 Matte white 0.8,0.8,0.8 0 0 0
2 Plastic 0.8,0.8,0.8 0 1 0.4
3 Plastic rough 0.8,0.8,0.8 0 1 0.5
4 Plastic rough2 .25,.25,.25 0 1 0.6
5 Plastic black .25,.25,.25 0 1 0.4
6 Metal smooth 0.8,0.8,0.8 1 0 0.5
7 Metal rough 0.8,0.8,0.8 1 0 0.7
8 Subsurface 0.5,0.5,0.5 0 1 0.5 1,0.2,0.1
Table 2 Combination of metallic, specularity, and roughness indexes
used in the multimaterial dataset
r1 r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 r7 r8
Metal 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
Roughness 1 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8
Specularity 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 1
Fig. 5 Renderedmulti-light image collections (a) comewith associated
normal maps (b) that can be used for Photometric Stereo algorithms
evaluation, shadow maps (c), that can be used for shadow detection
testing and specularity maps (d)
The MultiMaterial subset is created assigning different
tints and material properties to different regions of the
three geometric models. We created nine material combina-
tions fromeight base diffuse/specular/metallic behaviors (see
Table 2) and 16 tints. The use of multiple materials may cre-
ate problems in algorithms using global stats of the sampled
reflectance to create mappings for dimensionality reduction.
SynthRTI can be exploited not only to test RTI relighting
approaches, but also to evaluate Photometric Stereo meth-
ods, as the rendering engine can output normal maps, as
well as shadow and specularity maps for each image (see
Fig. 5). Ground truth normal maps and shadow maps are
publicly released with the SynthRTI distribution that can be
accessed at the following url: https://github.com/Univr-RTI/
SynthRTI.
4.2 RealRTI
To test our approach and other methods on real images, we
also created a dataset made of real RTI acquisitions, made
with devices and protocols typically used in the cultural her-
itage domain. This dataset is composed of 12 multi-light
Fig. 6 Sample images of the RealRTI dataset representing the 12 dif-
ferent surfaces captured
image collections (cropped and resized to allow a fast pro-
cessing/evaluation) acquired with light domes or handheld
RTI protocols [14] on surfaces with different shape and
material complexity. The items imaged are: (1) a wooden
painted door (handheld acquisition, 60 light directions), (2)
a fresco (dome acquisition, 47 lights), (3,4) two painted
icons (handheld 63 and 72 lights), (5,6) two paintings on
canvas (handheld, 49 lights and dome, 48 lights), impres-
sions on plaster of a leaf (7) and a shell (8) (light dome, 48
lights), (9,10) two coins (both with light dome, 48 lights),
and (11,12) two metallic statues (dome, 48 lights and hand-
held, 54 lights). This set allows testing relighting on different
materials (matte, specular, metallic) and on shapes with dif-
ferent geometric complexities.
The RealRTI dataset can be accessed at the following url:
https://github.com/Univr-RTI/RealRTI.
5 Results and evaluation
On the novel SynthRTI and RealRTI datasets, we performed
several tests to evaluate the advantages of the proposed neural
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encoding and relighting approach with respect to standard
RTI encoding.
5.1 Evaluationmethodology
We followed two different protocols for the evaluation of the
relighting quality onSynthRTI andRealRTI.On the synthetic
data, we created the relightable images with the different
methods using the Dome subsets and tested the similarity of
the images of the Test subset with the images relighted with
the corresponding light directions. The similarity has been
measured with the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and the
structural similarity index (SSIM).
On the RealRTI, as test data are missing, we followed
a leave-one-out validation protocol: For each of the image
collections, we selected five test images with different light
elevations. Each of them has then, in turn, removed from the
collection used to create relightable images and we evalu-
ated the similarity of the removed images with the images
relighted from the corresponding light direction. We finally
averaged the similarity scores of the five tests.
5.2 Compared encodings
We compared the novel neural encoding with the RGB RTI
encodings obtained with second-order polynomial texture
maps (PTM), second- and third-order Hemispherical Har-
monics RTI (HSH), and PCA-compressed RBF interpolation
[17]. In PTMencoding, six fitting coefficients per color chan-
nel are obtained as floating-point numbers and compressed
to byte size mapping the range between global max and min
values into the 8bits range. The total encoding size is there-
fore 18bytes per pixel. In the second-orderHSH,we similarly
have an encodingwith nine coefficients per color channel and
a total of 27bytes per pixel. In the third-order HSH, we have
16 coefficients per color channel and a total of 48bytes per
pixel. We implemented the encoding and relighting meth-
ods using MATLAB. Note that we could further compress
the PTM/HSH encoding by using the LRGB version, using
a single chromaticity for all the light direction. This choice,
however, makes not possible to recover the correct tint of
metallic reflections. In the PCA–RBF encoding, it is possi-
ble to choose the number of PCA components used for the
input data projection. We decided to test the results obtained
with 9 and 27 components. We used the original “Relight”
code provided by the authors of [17] to create the encoding
and relight images. In the neural encoding, as in PTM/HSH,
we quantize coefficients to 8bits integers with the min/max
mapping so that they can be stored into image planes. This
will allow easy integration of the novel format into existing
viewers.
Fig. 7 Plots representing average SSIM (a) and PSNR (b) scores of
the relighted images obtained with different methods from the test light
directions of the SingleMaterial set. Scores are plotted versus the num-
ber of bytes used for the compressed encoding. Best methods should
stay on top left
Fig. 8 Bar chart showing average SSIM of selected methods on the
different materials. Neural relighting and second-order HSH perform
similarly on rough materials, while neural relight is significantly better
on glossy materials (5 and 6, see Table 1)
5.3 SynthRTI
If we look at the SSIM and PSNR values obtained on aver-
age on the three shapes with the single materials, we see that
the neural relightable images are quite good, as the average
scores estimated on all the dataset (eightmaterials times three
shapes) are quite high despite the low number of parameters
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Table 3 Average PSNR of the
methods on the different shapes
(all SingleMaterial sets).
Parentheses include the number
of coding bytes
PTM(18) HSH(27) HSH(48) [17](9) [17](27) Neur.(9)
Canvas 29.03 35.42 41.24 34.20 34.26 37.50
Tablet 23.79 27.63 29.92 25.87 26.80 28.06
Bas-relief 24.47 27.22 28.82 25.55 26.31 27.43
Avg 25.77 30.09 33.33 28.54 29.13 31.00
used by the coding (9). Figure 7 shows a plot representing
the scores as a function of the number of encoding bytes and
NeuralRTI stays on the top left of the plot. Scores of third-
orderHSHare higher, but themethod requires 48bytes for the
encoding and, as wewill see, it createsmore artifacts on chal-
lengingmaterials. Other methods to compress the relightable
image encoding are not as effective as NeuralRTI. This is
demonstrated by the poorer results of the second-order HSH
encoding that can be considered a compressed version of
the third- order one and by the poorer results of the PCA-
based compression of the full original information featuring
147bytes per pixel (Relight).
Figure 8 shows the SSIM values for the different mate-
rials obtained by low-dimensional encoding methods as
PCA/RBF (nine coefficients), neural (9), and HSH second
order (27). Average SSIM values are close for HSH and
Neural, but NeuralRTI performs better on challenging mate-
rials simulating dark plastic behavior and polished metals (5
and 6), despite the three times more compact code. Differ-
ences are statistically significant (p < 0.01 in aT-Test). HSH
seems to handle significantly better the material with subsur-
face scattering effect on, probably thanks to color separation.
Algorithms ranking does not depend on the geometric com-
plexity of the model. Table 3 shows average PSNR values for
the different models.
A visual comparison clarifies much better the advantages
of NeuralRTI.
Figure 9 shows relighting performed with second- order
HSH (a), third-order HSH (b), PCA/RBFwith 9 or 27 coeffi-
cients (c,d), NeuralRTI (e) on the canvas object with assigned
white “plastic” (material 2) behavior. (e) shows the ground
truth image corresponding to the input direction. Only the
neural relighting (e) is able to reproduce the specular high-
light with a reasonable accuracy.
Figure 10 shows the relighting results obtainedwith differ-
ent methods on the bas-relief shape with a metallic material
(6) assigned, compared with the corresponding ground truth
test image (f). It is possible to see that the highlights and shad-
ows provided by the novel technique are the most similar to
the real ones. HSH and PCA/RBF encodings with a limited
number of parameters (a) and (c) appear matte. Adding more
coefficients (b,d), the quality is better, but the contrast and the
quality of the detail are not as good as in the result obtained
with NeuralRTI (e), despite the heavier encoding. Like the
Fig. 9 Comparison of relighted images from simulated RTI data of a
painted canvas, “plastic” material, light elevation 80 degrees. a second-
order HSH. b Third-order HSH c PCA/RBF [17], nine coefficients. d
PCA/RBF [17], 27 coefficients e NeuralRTI. f Ground truth image
other methods, NeuralRTI fails in reproducing correctly all
the cast shadows (see, for example, the one on the right of
the woman on the top right). This is expected, as the method
is local, but the material appearance is definitely realistic on
this challenging material.
Plotting the average relighting quality scores obtained
on the MultiMaterial subset (Fig. 11), we see that Neural-
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Table 4 Average PSNR of the
methods on the different shapes
(all MultiMaterial sets).
Parentheses include the number
of coding bytes
PTM HSH(27) HSH(48) [17](9) [17](27) Neur.(9)
Canvas 25.17 28.45 30.03 27.95 28.45 33.26
Tablet 20.56 22.76 24.24 20.89 22.28 23.74
Bas-relief 22.34 23.81 25.10 21.54 22.47 25.17
Average 22.69 25.01 26.46 23.46 24.40 27.39
Fig. 10 Comparison of relighted images from simulated RTI data of a
shiny (metal smooth) bas-relief. aRelightedwith second- orderHSHfit-
ting (27 coefficients).b second-orderHSH (46 coefficients). cRelighted
with PCA/RBF (Relight, [17]), nine coefficients. d [17]), 27 coefficients
e relighted with NeuralRTI (nine coefficients). f Ground truth image
RTI compares favorably with the other methods, as, despite
the compact encoding, it demonstrates the highest relighting
quality. This is because many of the multi-material combi-
nations include metallic and glossy materials that are not
rendered properly by the other methods. This fact appears
clear looking at the bar chart in Fig. 12. The NeuralRTI
Fig. 11 Plots representing average SSIM (a) and PSNR (b) scores of
the relighted images obtained with different methods from the test light
directions of theMultiMaterial set. Scores are plotted versus the number
of bytes used for the compressed encoding
Fig. 12 Bar chart showing average SSIM of selected methods on the
different materials. Neural relighting and second-order HSH perform
quite similarly on rough materials, while neural relight is significantly
better on glossy materials (5 and 6, see Table 1)
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relighting has significantly higher SSIM values (p < 0.01
in T-tests) for all the material combinations except 2, 3, and
4. 2 is fully matte, 3 is all simulating rough plastic, and 4 is
mostly composed of rough materials. Average PSNR values
for the different geometric models are reported in Table 4.
A visual analysis of the results demonstrates here the
advantages of NeuralRTI as well. Figure 13 shows relighted
images obtained from the encodings made on the dome
MLIC of material mix 5. Here, we have two tints and, on
the left, plastic behavior with four levels of roughness and,
on the right, metallic behavior with four levels of roughness
(increasing from left to right). The second-order HSH fails
in reproducing the correct highlights (a), compared with the
ground truth ones (f). The third-order HSH better represents
specularity (b), but still with artifacts, and requires 48bytes
per pixel. PCA/RBF-relighted image also appears matte with
9bytes encoding (c) and is only slightly improved using 27
coefficients (d). NeuralRTI provides a good relighting of all
the image regions, creating an image that is quite similar
to the reference one in the test set. The directional light, in
this example, comes here from an elevation of 60 degrees. In
general, the ranking of the relighting quality is not changed
by the input light elevation. Quality scores are all higher for
higher elevation values.
5.4 RealRTI
Tests on real images confirm the evidence coming from those
performed on the synthetic ones (and this also shows that
the rendered materials have reasonably realistic behaviors).
Looking at the average SSIMand PSNRplots obtained on the
whole RealRTI dataset, it is possible to see that NeuralRTI
provides the most accurate relighting even using only nine
coefficients. The difference in the average score is mainly
due to the different quality of the relighting of shiny metal-
lic objects. The bar chart in Fig. 15 reveals that significant
differences are found in items 9 and 10, which are metallic
coins.
This fact can be seen by visually comparing relighted
images with different methods. Figure 16 shows an image
relighted with the leave-one-out procedure from a metallic
coin acquisition. Relighting obtained with PCA/RBF with
nine coefficients shows a wrong tint in the central part, lim-
ited highlights, and halos, the use of 27 coefficients removes
the tint issue. Image relighted with HSH shows a correct
tint, thanks to RGB decoupling, but relevant halos and miss-
ing highlights, especially in the second- order version. The
NeuralRTI result is the only onewith realistic highlights. Fur-
thermore, it is possible to see that the proposed technique also
avoids the typical artifact arising in the shadowed regions of
RTI relighting, which appear as a blending of the shadows of
the input images when obtained using PTM, HSH, and RBF.
Fig. 13 Comparison of images relighted from the encodings created
with theMultiMaterial 5 dome collection and the corresponding ground
truth reference. a Second-order HSH. b Third- order HSH c PCA/RBF
[17], nine coefficients. d PCA/RBF [17], 48 coefficients e NeuralRTI.
f Ground truth image
5.5 Comparisons with other network architectures
As we pointed out in Sect. 2, there are no available frame-
works for the neural network-based compressed encoding of
relightable images, but there are actually methods for multi-
light data relighting based on different network architectures,
like those described [18,23].We tested the use of these archi-
tectures, adapted for our scope and compared the relighting
accuracy with the one provided by our method but did not
include the results in the previous sections as it would not
be fair to compare encodings not specifically designed and
used for this kind of sampling. We show our results here
just to confirm that our NeuralRTI encoding seems particu-
larly suitable for the task also considering different network
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Fig. 14 Average quality scores of relighted images on the RealRTI
dataset (all 12 objects), as a function of number of bytes used for the
encoding
Fig. 15 Bar chart showing average SSIM of selected methods on the
different objects. It is possible to see that the great improvement in the
NeuralRTI relight is obtained for the shinymetallic objects (coins, items
9,10)
architectures. In [23], relighting is performed on five selected
images, corresponding to those closer to an ideal sampling
learned from a training set and to an encoding size of 5bytes
per pixel. This is clearly not the ideal way to compress a stan-
dard RTI dataset, but we still compared the relighting quality.
Relighting is then global, based on the function learned on
the training set. This can result in global illumination effects
and realistic, even if hallucinated shadows.
The method in [18] is designed for a different application,
e.g., compressing high-dimensional multi-light and multi-
Fig. 16 Comparison of relighted images on a real challenging surface.
a Second-order HSH. b Third-order HSH c PCA/RBF [17], nine coeffi-
cients. d PCA/RBF [17], 48 coefficients (e) NeuralRTI. f Ground truth
image
view data of nearly planar patches. We instead focus on
non-planar samples of potentially sharp BRDFs. The net-
work of [18] uses 1D convolutions, while we avoid them and
instead use more FC layers and different activation functions
that work better with sharp-and-rotated BRDFs. We test an
architecture similar to [18] in our case, with three 1D convo-
lutional layers and a single fully connected layer, encoding
with 9bits and relighting similarly.
Looking at the results (see Table 5), it is possible to see
that the adapted methods do not provide good results when
comparedwith ourmethod andotherRTI encodings, showing
that a specifically designed neural architecture is the right
choice for the RTI relighting task.
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Table 5 Adaptation of other
network architectures not
specifically designed for the
relighting of typical RTI stacks
resulted in poor results
compared to our solution
Average PSNR
Ours (9) Adapted neural BTF (9) Adapted deep relighting (15)
SynthRTI single 31.00 28.37 13.15
SynthRTI multi 27.39 23.49 12.46
Real 32.31 29.64 26.61
Average 30.23 27.16 17.41
Average SSIM
Ours (9) Adapted neural BTF (9) Adapted deep relighting (15)
SynthRTI single 0.898 0.852 0.449
SynthRTI multi 0.899 0.808 0.436
Real 0.927 0.89 0.836
Average 0.908 0.850 0.574
Fig. 17 Ourweb-based interactive relighting solution allows, like simi-
lar applications working with PTM/HSH/PCA-RBF encoding. Moving
the cursor over the image, the user controls the light direction for the
novel illumination. In this case, moving from right to left, he can grad-
ually move from raking light from right, to illumination from top, to
raking light from left
5.6 Interactive relighting
We tested the NeuralRTI encoding in an existing web-based
solution for the interactive relighting RTI framework. The
current encoding results in a relighting that is far more
complex than the simple weighted sum of the RTI/HSH
coefficients and involves a number of multiplications that
is proportional to the squared decoder layer size; however,
we kept the number and the size of the decoder layers suffi-
ciently small to allow interactive relighting.
To implement the web viewer, we used the tensorflow.js
library [21]. The nine coefficients per pixel, quantized to
8bits, are loaded in the browser as a binary type array and
mapped back to the original floating-point coefficients range.
The light direction parameter, varying with the mouse posi-
tion, is concatenated with the coefficients and processed in
the decoder network. Tensorflow.js library adopts a WebGL
backend for the network processing and the data managed
as textures in the GPU. The result is then rendered in a can-
vas element. Similarly, to PTM, HSH and PCA web viewers
approach the coefficients can be combined and compressed
in three JPEG or PNG images and split into a multiresolution
pyramid of tiles.
Figure 17 shows some snapshots from an interactive
surface inspection performed with the web viewer on our
encoding.
Example videos captured in real time are included in
the supplementary material, and a gallery of interactively
relightable web-based visualizations of a selection of Syn-
thRTI and RealRTI items can be seen at the project Webpage
https://univr-rti.github.io/NeuralRTI/.
6 Discussion
In this paper, we provide two relevant contributions in the
domain of multi-light image collection processing. The first
is NeuralRTI, a neural network-based relighting tool that can
provide better results than the current state-of-the-art meth-
ods, with reduced storage space. The quality of the images
created with our novel technique is particularly good, espe-
cially on surfaces with metallic and specular behavior that
are not well handled by the existing methods. Furthermore,
the relighted images are less affected by the blended shadows
artifacts typical of RTI.
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NeuralRTI can be used immediately as an alternative to
the classic PTM/HSH/PCA-RBF files and could be directly
integrated into the existing visualization frameworks, as it is
efficient enough to support real-time relighting. We demon-
strate this with a specific web viewer based on tensorflow.js.
We believe that this tool will be particularly useful in
the domain of cultural heritage and material science surface
analysis, where RTI processing is widely employed. We will
publicly release the encoding and relighting codes.
The main limitation of the proposed technique is that it
is a “local” method, not learning global effects like cast
shadows. This limitation, however, holds similarly for the
currently used techniques, and it must be stressed that Neu-
ralRTI provides better highlights and shadow simulations,
avoiding blending artifacts. This is probably due to the ability
to constrain nonlinearly the space of the reflectance patterns.
We plan, as future work, to investigate how our method
developed to handle the typical sampling of RTI acquisi-
tion behaves with varying light directions sampling density,
possibly specializing the codes for different acquisitions pro-
tocols. Our compressed encoding can be also used as a basis
for further surface analysis, e.g., material and shape char-
acterization. We plan to test methods to recover effectively
normals and BRDF parameters from the compact encoding
of the captured objects.
The second contribution is a synthetic dataset (SynthRTI)
of images simulating light dome capture of surfaces with
different geometric complexities and made of materials with
different, realistic scattering properties. This dataset not only
can be used to assess the quality of relighting methods on
specific materials and shapes, but also to test Photometric
Stereo algorithms (normalmaps are obtained in the rendering
process) and other tasks (e.g., shadow segmentation, high-
lights detection, etc), thanks to the information recorded in
the multi-pass rendering. We plan to exploit it for a com-
prehensive evaluation of Photometric Stereo algorithms in
future work. The dataset will be publicly released together
with an archive of real calibrated MLICs (RealRTI) repre-
senting surfaces with different reflectance properties.
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